15 IN 1 FAMILY PACK
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO TAKE YOUR WII™ SPORTS
AND ACTION GAMES TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

⚠️ WARNING
- Read, understand and follow all instructions, cautions and warnings listed in the manual. Failure to follow instructions could result in personal injury or damage to the remote control.
- Do not interact or engage in physical contact with other players or gamers.
- Do not use additional attachments other than those recommended by the manufacturer unless otherwise specified.
- Do not submerge in water or expose unit to heavy moisture.
- Do not use this unit in any other way than its intended use.
- Do not use the unit if damaged in any way.
- Do not disassemble any part of the unit.
- Keep away from direct sunlight and extreme temperatures.
- Do not interact or engage in combat with other players or gamers.
- Make sure there is adequate space around you during gameplay. The recommended space required is a radius of 4 feet around.
- Adult supervision is required for children 6 years old and under.
- KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN. These units may be a hazard for small children. Improper use of the units can lead to strangulation and other bodily injury.

⚠️ CAUTIONS
- Do not block the signals between the sensor bar and WII™ remote with objects.
- Position the WII™ remote with Grip the correct distance from the sensor bar. The recommended distance from the sensor bar to the Grip is 3 feet to 8 feet (9 feet to 20 feet with misc. designed wireless sensor and bar p/n G5611).
- Make sure to remove the WII™ Remote from the Steering Wheel to navigate the HOME menu. You will not be able to navigate while the WII™ Remote is still in the Steering Wheel.

INSTALLING THE WII™ REMOTE INTO THE GRIP
1. Insert the wrist strap on the WII™ remote into the cutout on the Grip.
2. Insert and evenly press the WII™ remote into the Grip. Make sure the B button on the bottom of the remote is accessible through the cutout on the Grip. Make sure that the WII™ remote is properly secured.

ATTACHING THE SPORTING EQUIPMENT TO THE GRIP
1. Choose your Equipment (Baseball Bat, Golf Club or Tennis Racket).
2. Attach the Sporting Equipment to the Grip by sliding back and holding the spring loaded locking button on the Sporting Equipment. Align and insert the tabs on the Grip with the corresponding slots on the Sporting Equipment and then release the locking button. Make sure that the equipment is properly attached to the Grip.
Warning: Improper installation could result in dislodging of the sporting equipment from the Grip and may strike person or object.
3. Turn on the WII™ console, insert a game (not included) into the game disc slot and play as normal.
4. Note that you can increase the length of the Golf Club by pulling out the head to extend.

INSTALING THE WII™ REMOTE INTO THE RACING WHEEL AND WING GRIPS
1. Insert and evenly press the WII™ Remote into the Remote Holder Slot on the WII™ Remote Steering Wheel such that the B Trigger on the bottom of the Remote is inserted into the cutout on the Remote Holder Slot. Make sure that the WII™ Remote is properly secured.
2. Hold the Remote Steering Wheel with both your hands such that the pointer lens on the WII™ Remote is located toward the left side of the Steering Wheel.
3. Turn on the Wii Console, insert a racing game disc (not included) into the game slot and play as normal.
INSTALLING THE WII™ REMOTE AND NUNCHUK INTO THE GUN (Fig. 1)
Note: The Nunchuk should already be plugged into the External Extension Connector on the bottom of the Wii
Remote.
1. Lift the Connector cover at the back of the barrel that reads open. (Refer to Figure 1)
2. Insert the WII™ remote, tap first, into the barrel cutout of the gun. Evenly press the WII™ remote into place (Refer to
   Figure 1). Make sure the 8 button on the bottom of the remote is properly position over the trigger. The Connector of
   the cable from the Nunchuk must lie in the area under the tab. Make sure that the WII™ remote is properly secured.
3. Feed the cable of the Nunchuk through the channel on the left side of the gun.
4. Rotate the Connector cover all the way down, fill it is engaged, located at the back of the barrel.
5. Insert and evenly press the Nunchuk into the Nunchuk grip on the Gun. Make sure the cable of the Nunchuk runs
   through the channel on bottom of the grip, and the Nunchuk is properly secured (Refer to Figure 1).
6. To remove the Nunchuk grip from the Gun, firmly hold the side of the Nunchuk grip marked with two arrows and pull
   upward (Refer to Figure 2).
7. During intense game play, the Nunchuk grip can be removed by holding the Nunchuk grip and simply lifting the
   Nunchuk grip upwards (Refer to Figure 2).
8. To reattach the Nunchuk grip to the Gun, align and insert the tabs on the Grip with the corresponding slots on the Gun
   (Refer to Figure 2). Make sure that the Nunchuk grip is properly attached to the Gun.
9. To aim using the gun sights, look through the rear notch sight with one eye and align it with the front post sight and
   the target.
10. Turn on the WII™ console, insert a game (not included) into the game disc slot, and play as normal.

INSTALLING THE FISHING ROD INTO THE CONTROLLER GRIP (Fig. 2)
1. Align the threaded end of the Fishing Rod base with the threaded hole located at the top of the WII™ controller grip.
2. Screw the Fishing Rod into the grip in a counter clockwise motion.

INSTALLING THE WII™ CONTROLLER INTO THE GRIP (Fig. 3)
1. Insert the wrist strap on the WII™ controller into the cutout on the grip.
2. Turn on the WII console and insert a game (not included) into the game disc slot.
   Using your controller select game on the menu.
3. Insert and evenly press the WII™ controller into the grip. Make sure that the WII™ controller is properly secured.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
Intec, Inc. warrants this product to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for life. If this
product is found to be defective, we will repair or replace it at no cost to you. Please mail defective
product to: Intec, 7600 Corporate Center Dr. Suite 400 Miami, FL 33126 Attn: Customer Service
or contact us at www.intecamr.com

WARNING
CUTTING HAZARD
Not for children 12 and under

Nintendo® WII™ is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America. This item is produced by Intec and is not manufactured, sponsored, endorsed or
distributed by Nintendo of America.